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Abstract

Misleading user requirements, inappropriate speci�cation and er-

rors in the implementation of a system, are the usual reasons respon-

sible for the creation of non-safe systems. The use of formal methods

in the development of safety critical systems is demonstrated in the

past. In this paper a formal technique is proposed in order to assist

software engineers to �nd mistakes in the speci�cation of the system,

thus providing the ability to prove that certain desired properties exist

in the �nal product. It is argued that the X-machine as a speci�-

cation tool combined with the proposed model checking veri�cation

technique, gives the ability to the software engineer to formally and

intuitively specify a system and then automatically check if this model

has all the desired properties. Since complete testing of X-Machine

speci�cations has been demonstrated elsewhere, integration of these

techniques built around X-Machine theory leads towards an integrated

framework for system development, ranging from validity of model

properties to implementation correctness. The proposed ideas in this

paper are illustrated through an example describing the speci�cation

of a medical safety-critical system.

1 Introduction

In safety critical domains, the traditional development life cycle failed several

times to produce a reliable and correct system. The reasons for this are: i)

Misleading user requirements may lead to a potential \correct" speci�cation
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and implementation, which however do not meet the actual requirements. ii)

Inappropriate speci�cation producing a model di�erent from the one needed.

iii) Errors in the implementation lead to a di�erent product from the one

speci�ed.

The application of formal methods in safety critical systems could reveal

errors during the development process, in both the system's speci�cation

and its implementation. Formal speci�cation is the procedure of describing

a system and its desired properties precisely, by using a language with rig-

orously de�ned syntax and semantics. Specifying a system means to create

the appropriate model, that is a triple hW;R; �i where: i) W is a non-empty

set of states, ii) R � W �W , i.e. which states are related to other states

iii) � is a truth assignment function, i.e. which propositions are true in each

state, so � : W � P ! ftrue; falseg, where P is the set of all properties

in this model. Model checking can be de�ned as the process of proving if

a given property is valid in any, some or all states of the model. This can

be achieved by searching the state space of the model (W, R), checking

whether the property is valid through the � function. Testing has an essen-

tial role to play in system development. Testing may identify errors in the

implementation without being able to prove its correctness. Testing based

on formal speci�cations provides a structured and rigorous approach to the

development of the test set [1].

In this paper, we propose the use of a formal method, namely X-Machines,

which can accommodate all three above-mentioned activities. A X-machine

is a general computational machine similar to a Finite State Machine (FSM)

but with a signi�cant di�erence; transitions are labelled with functions that

operate on inputs and a memory, allowing the machine to be more expres-

sive and exible than the FSM. X-Machines are able to model both the

control and the data part of a system. This integrated method (Figure 1)

uses X-machines as a speci�cation language, a testing strategy to check the

implementation against the X-machine speci�cation and a model checking

technique to prove the validity of the speci�cation. In safety critical sys-

tems such a formal methodology can be used to prove that several \safety"

properties hold in the �nal product.

2 X-Machines as speci�cation method

X-machine is a speci�cation formalism introduced by Eilenberg [2], which

is capable of modelling both the data and the control by integrating var-

ious speci�cation methods. X-machines employ a diagrammatic approach
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Figure 1: The methodology of building safety critical systems with X-

Machines
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of modelling the control by extending the expressive power of FSM. Tran-

sitions between states are no longer performed through simple input sym-

bols but through the application of functions. Data is held in memory,

which is attached to the X-machine. Functions receive input symbols and

memory values, and produce output while modifying the memory values.

Holcombe proposed X-machines as a basis for a possible speci�cation lan-

guage [3]. Stream X-machines are de�ned as X-machines with input and

output sets of streams of symbols [4]. A stream X-machine is an 8-tuple

M = (�;�; Q;M;�; F; q0;m0) where:

� �;� is the input and output �nite alphabet respectively,

� Q is the �nite set of states,

� M is the (possibly) in�nite set called memory,

� � is the type of the machineM, a �nite set of partial functions � that

map an input and a memory state to an output and a new memory

state, � : ��M ! ��M

� F is the next state partial function that given a state and a function

from the type �, denotes the next state. F is often described as a

transition state diagram. F : Q� �! Q

� q0 and m0 are the initial state and memory respectively.

X-machine is a general computational machine [4] that, being a blend of

diagrams and simple formalisms, it is capable to model both the static and

the dynamic part of a system. A simple example of a X-machine will be

used as a vehicle of study: \ a medical x-ray beaming system is controlled

using three buttons: i) one for charging the machine (a single button press

increases the voltage by a 10 mV step), ii) one for the beam activation and

iii) one for resetting the machine at any time. The system will only beam if

the charge in mV has reached a preset maximum, e.g. 30mV. Any attempts

to increase the charge of the machine should be rejected, since there is a

danger to seriously injure the patient".

The state transition diagram of the stream X-machine

M = (�;�; Q;M;�; F; q0;m0)

corresponding to that system is shown in �gure 2. The X-machine's input

set is: � = fcharge button; beam button; reset buttong
The output of the system consists of a set of messages that are displayed on

a screen together with the current charge of the machine.
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Figure 2: State transition diagram of the stream X-machine speci�cation.

The set of states is: Q = fready; charging; beamingg The X-machine's
memory is: M = (MaxCharge; CurrentCharge) where: i) MaxCharge is a
variable holding the maximum accumulating voltage accepted by the ma-
chine and takes values from a set, e.g. MaxCharge 2 f30g. ii) CurrentCharge
is a variable holding the current voltage. Initially, the machine is in the state
ready, i.e. q0 = ready, while its initial memory is m0 = (30, 0) The next
state function F is shown diagrammatically in �gure 2. The functions are
de�ned below. The notation used: �(�;m) = (;m0) if condition, is very
close to the X-Machine Description Language [5], which is intended to be
an interchange language between X-Machine tools.

function charge(charge button, (MaxCharge; CurrentCharge))=

((MachineCharging; CurrentCharge+ 10),

(MaxCharge; CurrentCharge+ 10)),

if CurrentCharge+ 10 < MaxCharge.

function charge(charge button, (MaxCharge; CurrentCharge))=

((MachineCharging;MaxCharge), (MaxCharge;MaxCharge)),

if CurrentCharge+ 10 �MaxCharge ^MaxCharge 6= CurrentCharge.

function reject charge(charge button, (MaxCharge;MaxCharge))=

((ChargeRejected;MaxCharge),(MaxCharge;MaxCharge)).

function reject beam(beam button, (MaxCharge; CurrentCharge))=

((BeamRejected;MaxCharge),(MaxCharge; CurrentCharge))

if CurrentCharge < MaxCharge
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function beam(beam button, (MaxCharge;MaxCharge))=

((MachineBeaming; 0),(MaxCharge; 0))

function reset(reset button, (MaxCharge; CurrentCharge))=

((MachineReseting; 0), (MaxCharge; 0)).

function continue beaming(button, (MaxCharge; 0))=

((ContinueBeaming; 0), (MaxCharge; 0))

if button 2 fbeam button, charge buttong

Ipate and Holcombe [6] presented a testing method, which is a general-

isation of Chow's W-method [7] for FSM testing. It is proved that this

testing method �nds all faults in an implementation [8], as long as the spec-

i�cation satis�es some design for test conditions (completeness and output

distinguishability), and its associated automaton is minimal [4]. Conclud-

ing, X-machines not only provide a model to specify a system but also o�er

a strategy to test the implementation against the speci�cation [9]. With the

addition of a method to verify whether several desired properties hold in

this speci�cation or not, X-machines will provide a complete methodology

to develop a safety critical system.

3 Model Checking X-Machine Speci�cations

Model Checking is a formal veri�cation technique, which is based on the

exhaustive exploration of a given state space trying to determine whether

a given property is satis�ed by the system. A model checker takes a model

and a property as inputs and outputs either a claim that the property is

true or a counterexample falsifying the property. The property is usually

expressed as a Modal-Mu formula or as a Computational Tree Logic (CTL)

formula. The most common properties to check are that \something" will

never occur or \something" that will eventually occur. This approach is

simple, completely automated but has one major problem, namely the state

explosion [10].

In X-Machines, the search of some properties P of the model being true

or false cannot be applied in a straightforward manner, since these prop-

erties are implicitly expressed in the X-Machine memory values. Thus,

checking whether a property pi is valid in some states of the X-Machine

means whether there are some states in which some memory values satisfy

the property pi. For example, in order to verify that the current charge of

the x-ray beaming machine will never exceed the maximum charge in any

of the states, a model checker needs to search through all possible states as

well as all possible instances of memory. Therefore, the appropriate model

that facilitates model checking hW;R; �i should include: i) W is the set of
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all possible states of the X-Machines combined with all possible instances

of memory in each state, ii) R is the set of transitions between states in W ,

iii) � is the truth assignment function, i.e. given a member in W (a state

with a speci�c memory instance) which properties are true depending on

the values of this memory instance.

Bearing the above, model checking of a X-Machine model for speci�c

properties can be achieved through the transformation of the X-Machine

into the form hW;R; �i. The resulting state space (W;R) resembles a FSM

(�;�; Qfsm; T; q0fsm) where: i) � is a �nite set that is called the input

alphabet. ii) � is a �nite set that is called the output alphabet. iii) Qfsm is

the �nite set of states, Qfsm �W . iv) T is the (partial) transition function,

T : Qfsm � �! Qfsm � �, (T is a labelled R). v) q0fsm is an initial state,

that encapsulates memory values which correspond to properties in each of

its states.

The sets � and � are the same in both models. The initial state of the

equivalent FSM q0fsm is: q0fsm = (q0;m01;m02; : : : ;m0n), where q0 is the

initial state of the X-Machine and m0 = (m01;m02; : : : ;m0n) is the initial

memory. Let Q be the set of states of the X-machine and the memory tuple

M1 �M2 � : : : �Mn with n memory variables, where Mi is the set of all

the possible values. Then, let the set of states S be the candidate set of

FSM states: S = Q�M1 �M2 � : : :�Mn All candidate transitions of the

equivalent FSM are de�ned as:

T1 = f((q;m1;m2; : : : ;mn); �; (q
0;m0

1
;m0

2
; : : : ;m0

n); )j
� 2 �;  2 � ^ q; q0 2 Q ^ (m1;m2; : : : ;mn); (m

0

1
;m0

2
; : : : ;m0

n) 2
M ^

9� 2 � � �(�; (m1;m2; : : : ;mn)) = (; (m0

1
;m0

2
; : : : ;m0

n)) ^ 9f 2
F � f(q; �) = q0g

Some of the states in these candidate transitions are unreachable from

the initial state q0fsm, i.e. there is no path from leading to those states.

Therefore, the transitions, which should be excluded from the set of transi-

tions, are:

T2 = f(s1; �1; s
0

1
; 1)j(s1; �1; s

0

1
; 1) 2 T1 ^ (s; �2; s1; 2) =2 T1 ^

�1; �2 2 � ^ 1; 2 2 � ^ s; s1; s2 2 S ^ s1 6= q0fsmg

The set of transitions of the equivalent FSM becomes: T = T1 � T2.

Finally, since the set S contains some redundant states, i.e. states without

any transition or unreachable states from the initial state, the set Qfsm

becomes:

Qfsm = fsjs; s0 2 S ^ ((s; �; s0; ) 2 T _ (s0; �; s; ) 2 T ) ^ � 2 �;  2 �g

In the example presented in the previous section, the equivalent FSM
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Figure 3: The equivalent FSM of the x-ray beamer X-Machine speci�cation.

derived from the X-Machine speci�cation is illustrated in Figure 3.

It is now possible to query the model if it has the desired properties by

searching the state space de�ned by the equivalent FSM In order to express

such queries, there is a need for a mathematical language with built-in notion

of time. Temporal logic seems to be the most appropriate. With the use of

modal operators, i.e.: i) necessarily (2), ii) possibly (3) and iii) next (Æ),
it is possible to express if a desired property is valid in the whole model or

in part of it, starting from the initial state. In the example used previously

in this paper the logic proposition: 2(CurrentCharge � 30), expresses that

\it is impossible the voltage to become greater than the maximum value,

which in this case is 30".
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A CTL formula contains: i) a boolean expression, ii) an existential (E)

path formula, iii) a universal (A) path formula, or iv) the application of

standard Boolean operators to CTL formulae. A path formula contains:

i) the application of the temporal operators: next (X), eventually (F), or

globally (G), to a CTL formula; or ii) the application of until (U) to a pair of

CTL formulae. The operators A and E are called path quanti�ers, and the

operators X, F, G are called state quanti�ers. There are four di�erent cases

and all are explained with the aid of the example in the following table:

Example of Property p
Temporal

Operators
Explanation

(CurrentCharge� 30) AGp For every path and for every

state in the path, the property

p is be valid

(CurrentCharge< 30) AFp For every path, there exists at

least one state where p is valid

(CurrentCharge= 30) EGp There are paths (at least one),

where in every state p is valid

(MaxCharge = CurrentCharge) EFp There are paths (at least one),

where in some states p is valid

4 Implementation Issues

EÆciency in the model checking a X-Machine speci�cation is still an issue

under consideration due to the state explosion. EÆciency also depends on

query, i.e.: i) the CTL operators involved, and ii) the number of properties

involved.

For the �rst, there exist appropriate search algorithms, which can be

applied in the model checking paradigm, according to the given query. For

the latter, optimisation in deriving the equivalent FSM can be performed. If

some of the elements in memory tuple do not correspond to a given property

in the query, then the memory values of this element should not participate

in the construction of the equivalent FSM, thus reducing the number of

states in it. Let P = fpa; pb; : : : ; pmg the set of properties in the CTL

formula, and M1 � M2 � : : : � Mn the memory of the X-Machine. The

properties may correspond to the memory elements i; j; : : : ; k. Then, let the

set of states S, which is the candidate set of FSM states can be reduced to

S = Q�Mi �Mj � : : :�Mk.

The strictest conditions, which can be imposed on the implementation

of a model checker are: i) the domain of every element in the memory tuple
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is both �nite and discrete, and ii) the input set is �nite and discrete. There

are, however, ways to relax those requirements. In�nite memory values and

in�nite input set refer either to: i) in�nite values within a �nite range, ii)

discrete values within in�nite range

It is possible to apply the proposed algorithm to X-machine models with

in�nite variables in the memory, with the restriction to check only proper-

ties relevant to the �nite variables. In the case of in�nity between a range,

the values should be changed to discrete with an accepted step (something

acceptable in computer systems). For discrete but in�nite values an assump-

tion should be made about the maximum value this variable could take.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a methodology for model checking X-Machine speci�ca-

tions. The methodology satis�es all the criteria of a technique that can verify

the speci�cation of a model, i.e. it can be fully automated, it can tackle in

some cases the state explosion problem and it can act as the complementary

part in the system development. The e�ectiveness of X-Machines theory

in speci�cation and testing has been already demonstrated elsewhere [6, 9].

Together with the proposed model checking method, X-Machines consists an

integrated formal method, which can be used in all stages of safety critical

system development.
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